NIRVANA
"All Apologies"
#1 Most Added At Top40 With 40 ADDS!
Headline act for Lollapalooza '94!

Early BDS Airplay Includes:
Z100  29 spins
KDWB  13 Spins
WPST  21 Spins
95XXX 12 spins
Z102  21 Spins
G105  14 Spins
and more!

Pro-CD Includes
"Unplugged" Version

Pro-CD Includes

Rolling Stone 1994
Critics Picks:
Best Album
Best Band

and more!

LARRY DAVIS, WNVZ
"If you had any success with Heart Shaped Box, go for it...Sales are huge and the buzz is big.'

JACK DA WACK, 95.9KHI
"The hardest choice for me was which track to play. Will definitely be a Top 10 record for us, it just reaches out and grabs you."

Pro-CD Includes

Heavy! Top 5 Phones!

From The Platinum Album In Utero

Produced By Special Arrangement with Sub Pop Records

DAVID GEFFEN COMPANY

GUNS N' ROSES
"Since I Don't Have You"

93 stations!  14 More Adds!
Z100  28 Spins
KKFR  26 Spins
B97  18 Spins
KDWB  11 Spins
WXKS  8 Spins
WABB  32 Spins
WPST  32 Spins
WKRZ  15 Spins
93Q  15 Spins
Z102  20 Spins
WVSR  17 Spins
KC101  16 Spins
KKRD  15 Spins
I95  10 Spins
WKSS  Add
Z104  Add
KQKQ  Add
WAEB  Add
KJ103  Add
G105  Add
and more!

DAVE MCKAY, MD, WPST
"Huge adult phones...Plain and simple, it's a natural."

DAVE ALLEN, PD, WZAT
"A great remake. The upper demos remember it, and the younger demos think it's cool."

Video Coming Soon!
From the Platinum - Plus Album
THE SPAGHETTI INCIDENT?